
Fostering implementation of transportation research is a top priority among state 
DOTs. Staff from multiple state DOTs and their research partners commonly discuss 
aspects of research implementation during their State Planning & Research peer 
exchange meetings. Likewise, many of the resources that state DOTs submit to the 
Research Program and Project Management (RPPM) database—including reports, 
forms, plans, and other materials—address aspects of research implementation. 
Over the last decade, the 31 peer exchange reports and 66 RPPM resources focused 
on research implementation represent a wealth of knowledge.

NCHRP Project 20-44(21): “Synthesis of State Peer Exchanges and RPPM” will 
synthesize these peer exchange reports and RPPM resources to identify best 
practices, challenges, and opportunities related to implementation of transportation 
research. These reports on the peer exchanges and RPPM resources identified top 
strategies that support implementation of transportation research, and they include 
citations for users in need of more details or contact information. 

The strategies further informed a follow-up survey of state DOT research directors, 
who offered perspectives on the value and relative difficulty of each strategy. The 
top findings from the peer exchange synthesis report, the RPPM synthesis report, 
and the survey were compiled into a six-page best practices guide.

The guide highlights strategies across seven areas of transportation research: 
Program management; Roles and staffing; Project management and process; 
Funding and contracting; Tracking; Technology transfer and marketing; and 
Demonstrations, pilots, and other implementation activities.

In addition to discussing each strategy, the guide calls out:
• Low-cost, high-impact tactics, or “easy to borrow” approaches that are 

appropriate for state DOT research programs;
• Transferable tools—tactics for enacting successful strategies that can be 

adopted readily by any state DOT research program;
• Advanced recommendations that have proved successful for mature or 

advanced programs; these likely require more resources or greater effort, but 
they can help take state DOT research programs to the next level; and

• Top strategies that surfaced as the most widely adopted among state DOTs.

For users interested in more details, the guide includes source materials. Research 
stakeholders—DOT executives, managers, and practitioners; municipal and 
county agencies; and investigators—will find practical approaches and valuable 
considerations to support implementation before, during, and after completion of 
any research project.

A final product of this effort was a template to help a peer exchange host or 
facilitator capture and report the top findings of the peer exchange. This tool will 
help others quickly and easily identify the most important outcomes of these events.

NCHRP Project 20-44(21): “Synthesis of State 
Peer Exchanges and RPPM” will produce a 
synthesis of state DOT peer exchanges related to 
implementation, a synthesis of Research Program 
and Project Management (RPPM) implementation 
resources, a best practices guide, and a peer 
exchange reporting template. 
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“Important insights on research 
implementation weren’t easy to find in 
the many reports and resources. This 
project puts key strategies front and 
center.” 
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